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144" False Single Slope Gable weal, Hand-Framed, to match existing 18" O.H.

2"x6 outriggers flush with interior each stud location attached with 4 5/16"x3" RSS Lags

2"x6 Bay outrigger
R-21 F.G Batts. entire Solid Aluminum Soffit

Box Bay Section

Dbl. 2x12 Header at opening

2x6 Outriggers at each stud location
Attach flush to interior stud, screwed with 4 5/16"x3" RSS Lags

2x6 Blocking under each outrigger con't to floor

Rear Elevation 1/4"=1'

5'7" 8'-6"

Box Bay Opening
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Dimensions are Framing Dimension
Verify surface dimension upon ordering
1/4" = 1'
Foundation Layout
Please refer to foundation plans for details
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